
SafeZone EMF Inspections is for sale 

  

Safezone EMF inspections performs electromagnetic radiation inspections of all current 

forms of electromagnetic radiation in the environment. This includes radiofrequency 

fields, electric fields [encompassing dirty electricity and body voltage], magnetic fields, 

nuclear radiation, toxic light frequencies and spectrums known as light pollution, and 

others. Safezone was started by Ross Andersen DC, ND in 2014. He started doing EMF 

inspections in the mid-80s with his patients and took the years from 2004 – 2014 off, to 

recuperate from a cancer issue, likely caused by excessive cell phone use. 

Safezone also evaluates the electrical circuitry of a home or business for quality and 

function. This is above and beyond the normal scope of EMF consulting, but is a very 

important factor in eliminating dirty electricity and increasing the safety of the residents. 

Safezone has developed specific, proprietary protocols for inspections which increase 

the safety of the inspector and the knowledge base of the client. These protocols have 

been developed over the last five years with hundreds of inspections throughout 

Canada. A vast knowledge base has been accumulated which will be passed on to the 

purchaser. 

Equipment replacement costs run in the range of $15,000 and can be seen in the 

attached list. 

Training will consist of a minimum of five home or business inspections which will be 

used for training purposes and offered at a reduced rate. Additional training sessions 

will include hands-on training for all metering devices and their use during inspections. 

Training will not be finished until Safezone is satisfied with the competency of the 

purchaser. Safezone’s goal is to have the state-of-the-art work, that is taken years to 

develop, continue for the people of the Okanogan Valley and other parts of Canada. 

Continued support will be offered by consultation if needed. Safezone will perform 

public presentations as arranged by the purchaser, until the purchaser has a 

competence level to do these presentations autonomously. 

All advertising materials and templates are included in the cost of the purchase. Much 

other advertising material is included, such as DVD presentations and original articles. It 

is the duty of the purchaser to bear the costs of advertising from the point of sale into 

the future. Extensive advertising materials are included. 

All relationships with suppliers have been prearranged for succession to a purchaser. 

All suppliers have agreed to treat the purchaser with the same respect and afforded 

discounts as Safezone has enjoyed. 

This is an extremely advantageous time for someone to purchase this business. 5G is 

dramatically increasing the awareness of the general populace to the dangers of 



electromagnetic radiation. From this point on, acceptance of electromagnetic radiation 

inspections is and will be much more accepted as a normal function. 

The asking price for this business is $15,000 Canadian funds. $5000 is asked as initial 

payment and procurement of the first position. A second payment of $5000 will be 

required at the beginning of training. The final payment will be made upon completion of 

training based upon the competency of the purchaser. 

Safezone Meter Inventory and Pricing 

 

Gigahertz NFA 1000                                        $2600 

Gigahertz HF59B     Kit                                    $2500 

Amprobe  INSP –3                                           $400  

Safe Living Technologies OFC – 1                  $383 

Body Voltage Testing meter                             $100 

Greenwave dirty electricity meter                     $200 

Fluke scope meter                                            $7000 

Flir C2 thermographic camera                          $800 

Eco-Test Terra – P plus Geiger counter          $300 

Pelican case 1650×2                                        $500 

Husky tool case                                                 $30 

Additional cables and tools                               $100 

NFA wand                                                         $50 

Circuit Breaker Tripper                                      $50 

Total                                                                $15,013 

Goodwill,  Training and ongoing support          Included 

Grand Total                                                    $15,000 

 


